
Email Update #15: Not exactly an update: New Carl Barks Book Announcement 
 
As the subject line notes this is not exactly an update, but it is an announcement of a new 
Carl Barks book, the title:  

 
Carl Barks  Original Art Edition 

 
Since IDW got a Disney License a few years ago, we have been waiting for the Carl Barks 
Artist Edition that was announced at the time, with a mockup of the book shown in the 
advertisement.  The Don Rosa Artist Edition came out, but the Carl Barks Artist Edition 
hasn’t really been mentioned since and mostly people have stopped waiting for it.  And 
nobody else has attempted such a thing either.  I don’t know if IDW has trademarked the 
name, Artist Edition, and don’t really care—I’m not using it.  There are reasons why 
nobody has done such a book, which I will get into in a few pages, but first, I will let my 
friend John Garvin, who published his own wonderful book, Carl Barks  Paintings and 
Drawings:  1966 – 1971, several years ago, tell you a little bit about the book, what it does, 
and why it is important. 
 
I have a proof copy of the Carl Barks  Original Art Edition, which I have shown to a few 
people, but the final mass production run won’t start until late January or early February, 
2023.  The art pages are ready to go and I have made a few small changes in the text pages.  
I have added the ISBN to the back cover and copyright/indicia page and plan to submit the 
revised text pages to the printer and pay the down payment before January 15. I expect to 
have the books in hand about by early April, though official publication date is May.  A 
Carl Barks Artist Edition book is coming soon; it just has a different title. 
 
So this announcement is to tell you a bit about the book, how you can order it, and how, if 
you are interested, you can become an early supporter and get your name printed in the 
book (That is why there is still one page that I won’t be able to submit until about Jan 23).  I 
do expect to have someone in the USA distribute copies to comic shops, and I expect to 
have a partner in Germany to distribute books in Europe, but these are not yet confirmed.  
They will definitely be available from me, no matter what. 
 
This page of the email is included at the beginning of the attachment to the email, which 
contains the rest of the update. 
 
Thank you, 
 
Kim Weston 
Contact by email:  kpjwest@aol.com  Please include Carl Barks or CB OAE in the subject line. 
 
 



Carl Barks  Original Art Edition 
An appreciation by John Garvin 

 
Most of the Artist-Edition-type-books are shot from the original art, which is great because you get 
to see the art at the size the artist drew it and a lot of process and editorial stuff: pencil lines, paste-
ups, editorial notes, white out, etc. So why have an Artist-Edition-type-book that isn’t shot from 
the originals, but from proofs, which don’t have any of the editorial stuff? Two reasons: detail and 
immediacy, which are both related to the one thing the proofs do you give you: size. For this type 
of book, size is everything. 
  
The Carl Barks  Original Art Edition, like all the other Artist Editions, reproduces the art at the 
same size the artist drew it. What this means in terms of detail should be obvious. Barks, like all 
comic artists, drew for reproduction, meaning he knew that his large originals were going to be 
shrunk down to the size of a comic book. While this insured that his ink lines would be nice and 
sharp, it also meant that a lot of detail was going to get lost. And not just because of the newsprint, 
which doesn’t hold ink well, or off-register colors, which could muddy up the page quite a bit. 
While those didn’t help, the biggest culprit was the very act of reducing for reproduction. 
  
A Barks four-tier page is 23.25 inches tall, which gets reduced to 9 inches for the comic. This is a 
reduction of 61 percent in height.  In terms of image area it is a reduction of 85 percent.  A whole 
page of Barks art is reduced to just a little bigger than he drew each of the 8 panels on the page.  A 
Half page is smaller than a single panel.  You really don’t know how big a deal this is (pun 
intended) until you hold the Carl Barks  Original Art Edition in your hands.  
  
Take the half page of panels from a Barney Bear and Benny Burrow story on the next page. At the 
size it was drawn, you can see the details of the ink shading lines in the first panel, the town off in 
the distance in the third panel, the frenetic activity on the street in the fourth, the subtlety of the 
character expressions in the fifth.   You can’t actually see all that in the half page as reproduced on 
a sheet of  8.5x11 paper, but the big half page and the little  copy of the same half page show the 
relative size of the original art and the art as printed in a comic book, but with better quality 
printing than in a comic book.  The large size excerpt of the fifth panel is reproduced in the size it 
was drawn on the bottom half of the page if the page is viewed at 8.5x11 inch size.  The smaller 
reproduction of the partial panel is the size it was printed in the original comic book. 
  
How much of this do we lose in that sixty one-percent reduction? Or eighty five percent reduction 
depending on how you want to count it?  A lot… 
  
But it’s not just detail we lose, it’s the pen lines. Which brings me to the idea of immediacy. When 
you’re looking at the pages in Carl Barks  Original Art Edition, you’re looking at the art the way 
Barks did, seeing it the way he saw it while he was inking it. You can almost smell the India ink. 
You can feel his Esterbrook #356 pen in your hand. Looking at these pages puts you right there in 
Barks’ studio, sitting at his drawing board, slaving over page after page of incredible art. Pen and 
ink art. 
  
Much has been made of Barks’ clean but expressive line work. Really what this means is he was a 
master of his craft. Wielding an Esterbrook #356 pen is no easy task. In cartooning, to create 
expressive characters you have to know when to thicken your line, when to use a lighter touch; 
when to connect the lines, or leave them; when to spot blacks or leave the space empty. Using the 
same pen, you have to draw things things to look organic or mechanical, straight or curved, heavy 
or light, stationary or moving fast. Some of this is in the pencil drawing, of course. But much is in 





the expressive ink work, which when reduced by sixty one percent, is mostly lost. The lines still do 
their job – you can see the characters and actions quite clearly. But the art of the ink line is gone. 
  
In the example on the bottom of the previous page, just look at the way Barks uses thick and thin in 
his line work to make the characters come alive. Hands and arms and faces have a flow to them 
that makes them jump off the page. This is the mature work of a man who has drawn and inked 
hundreds if not thousands of pages by this time. This is the work of an artist.  
  
And that, more than anything, is what the Carl Barks  Original Art Edition celebrates: Carl 
Barks as a master craftsman. Yes, the storytelling is still there, and the layouts, and the 
composition and all that Barks is famous for. But only in a book like this can you appreciate his ink 
art, in all its life-size glory. 
 
 

 
 















Carl Barks  Original Art Edition 
 
A 108 page book that reproduces Carl Barks’ Comic Book art and stories in the actual size that the art 
was originally drawn.   
 
Barks’ art has been widely reproduced, but never in the size it was drawn except for a small number of 
individual pages in expensive fine arts prints.  This book reproduces 9 complete stories by Barks from 
the finest available source material in the actual size that it was drawn.  Most Barks fans will never own 
an original page of Carl Barks comic book art, though some may see them in museums or other 
exhibits.  Here is an opportunity to own the next best thing. 
 
Carl Barks, the creator of Uncle Scrooge and the author and artist of the best Donald Duck and Uncle 
Scrooge stories, is known and loved by many millions of readers around the world, whether they know 
his name or not.  Often known as the “good artist”, he wrote and drew Disney Duck stories and other 
comic books from 1942 to 1966, continued to write them for several more years after his retirement, 
and, also in retirement, painted a series of Oil Paintings recreating earlier cover art as well as creating 
new subjects. The comic book work has also been issued in numerous more or less complete editions in 
many languages and throughout the world.  The Disney themed paintings and other earlier paintings 
have been collected in several fine arts books. 
 
When another publisher originally obtained a license a few years ago to publish Disney material, two 
of the first books that were announced were a Don Rosa Artist Edition and a Carl Barks Artist 
Edition.  The Don Rosa book, containing the first six chapters of The Life and Times of Scrooge 
McDuck was published, but the Carl Barks Artist Edition was never published and hasn’t even been 
mentioned in the intervening years. One of the problems with producing a Carl Barks Artist Edition 
is that the vast majority of the over six thousand pages of Carl Barks artwork has been destroyed, and 
there are only about 200-250 pages still known to exist. In Artist Edition type books, the publisher 
generally makes new scans or photographs of the original artwork and this is not possible, generally 
speaking, in the case of Carl Barks. There are a few complete stories that exist but they are mostly late 
in Barks’ career, and the pages have been sold and scattered to many different owners. As a result, it 
may not be possible to use the original art for complete stories. Another problem is that Carl Barks’ 
original artwork is huge. A complete full page of Carl Barks artwork for most of his career is 23.25 
inches tall and 16 inches wide, panel border to panel border, several inches taller and wider than the 
largest sized Artist Edition type book published, Fantagraphics’ Prince Valiant Studio Edition. Plus 
there is another inch or two of blank margin completely surrounding the art, and while we might not 
need margins quite that large in the book, we still need margins. 
  
This book attempts to bypass some of those problems by reprinting in full page size some of the earliest 
but lesser known non-Disney stories by Carl Barks, contemporaries of Walt Disney’s Comics and 
Stories #38 to 42 and “The Mummy’s Ring” in Donald Duck four color #29. The first five stories in 
this volume were drawn in a three-tier format like those contemporary Disney stories. These early 
stories were drawn in a smaller size than the later stories, approximately 17.75 inches tall and 12.5 
inches wide, panel border to panel border. So this book can be a smaller and more manageable size. 
But even so, it is quite large, with a page size of 14x20 inches (35.6x50.8 cm).  We are also printing 
several of Barks’ later four-tier stories in this book, but they are printed a half page to the page and 
sideways so a full page of that larger art can be seen on each two-page spread. This actually makes 
some sense when you consider that when Barks was drawing these four tiers to a page stories, he cut 



his art paper in half and worked on half a page at a time after laying out roughly the content of the full 
page. But that still leaves the problem of the fact that none of this art actually exists anymore. 
However, original proofs still exist for the vast majority of Barks’ work, and all the stories in this book. 
The original proofs are of such high quality that a proof can be enlarged up to the size of the original--
or even larger--and still look excellent, sharp and clear, almost as if it were reproduced directly from 
the original art, which, in a very real sense, it is. The original art was carefully photographed for 
reproduction. While the original art was later destroyed, great care was taken in photographing the art 
and making proofs. Those proofs were carefully catalogued and stored because they were used for 
reprints; and copies could also be sent to other licensees for reprinting in other countries. You can see 
the results, in smaller size, in the excellent reproduction in Fantagraphics’ ongoing series, The 
Complete Carl Barks Disney Library and other book series around the world. When the art was 
photographed for reproduction, of course, blue pencil lines, corrections, and other things visible on 
original art pages would not be visible because they were not intended for reproduction, but the reader 
and viewer can still get very close to the experience of actually looking at the original art. These pages 
are reproduced at the size they were drawn. And Barks didn’t make many mistakes that needed 
correction in his art; his main use of white ink was not to correct errors, but to add pie cuts to the 
ducks’ eyes, or delineate details in black on black images.   
  
In past books attempting to print full size facsimiles of original art, publishers have occasionally 
reproduced some of the art not from the originals but from good quality scans or stats because the 
original art was not available. In this Carl Barks  Original Art Edition, all of the art is reproduced 
from proofs because none of the original art is known to exist.  
 
I think a Barks artist-edition-type-book is important enough that it is worth doing even if it can’t be 
done in the traditional methodology.  And because of the destruction of most Carl Barks originals, it 
can’t be done in the traditional methodology, which includes presenting full stories, not isolated pages, 
and making fresh high quality color scans from the original black and white art.  
 
It really is a special joy to see original Barks pages in their full glory.  It is also a special joy to see high 
quality copies of Barks pages printed the size they were drawn.  I have had a collection of about 50 full 
size photostats of Barks pages since the early 1970s, made from the original art sometimes directly, 
sometimes a generation removed from the original.  It includes most of the so-called “unpublished 
pages”, which were subsequently printed in The Carl Barks Library and elsewhere.  Unlike most 
Artist Edition type books, those pages are straight black and white, no pencils, no blue lines, no 
obvious corrections, shot as if for reproduction.  But reading those pages has much of the feel of 
looking at and reading original pages, of which I have read and seen quite a few.  In the last several 
years, I have added another 100 or so pages, blown up from high quality scans of original Western 
Publishing black proofs, which themselves ARE high quality reproductions made from the original   
art--decades ago--by Western Publishing.  The prints are of comparable quality to my up to 50 year old 
stats, and indeed look better than many stats I had made from originals.    
 
I originally started drafting this as a Kickstarter proposal to fundraise to publish the book.  However, 
looking at my resources, I find I am able to go ahead without the fundraiser, and save the 10% that 
Kickstarter takes off the top.  However the proposal need not be wasted effort and I can use it as 
promotion and word of mouth, and publish the book a little sooner.  And perhaps I can directly raise a 
little money from advance sales to reduce my out-of-pocket expenses. 
 
So, I announce the 



 

 

Carl Barks  Original Art Edition 
 
Hardback book 
 
Large 14.375 x 20.375 inches (36.5 x 51.8 cm) 
 
108 pages  
 
100 pages of high quality reproductions from proofs taken from original filmed images of Carl Barks’ 
comic book pages.  Nine complete stories printed in black and white, as originally drawn, and at the 
size the pages were originally drawn. 

$ 90 pre-publication purchase (payment by January 22, 2023 for 
your name printed in the book as an early supporter) 
A first-edition copy of Carl Barks  Original Art Edition, 108 pages, at $10 off the retail price. 

Early Supporters Edition  

A first-edition copy of the book comes with YOUR NAME printed in the book in a special “Early 
Supporters” section. Names will be listed in alphabetical order. This is your chance to be a permanent 
part of Barks history.  If you would prefer to remain anonymous, I can just list “Anonymous” at the end 
of the list with the number of early supporters who wished to have their privacy protected.  This will be 
limited to people who pay the $90 pre-publication purchase price to me by PayPal by January 22, 2023. 
After January 22, I may continue to to accept Early Supporter payment with the same other benefits, 
but without your name printed in the book.  If you know someone who might be interested in this book, 
please let them know about the “Early Supporters” offer, and/or forward this email to them. 

SHIPPING:  I will send a separate invoice for shipping after the book has been printed if you order 
the Early Supporters Edition.  I expect shipping in the USA to be $10 by Media Mail.  Shipment 
from the USA to the rest of the world is much more expensive, but I expect to have partner in Germany 
who can ship books much less expensively throughout Europe, probably about $20 within Germany 
and probably a bit more outside of Germany. If you have ordered books from Germany, you probably 
know more about that than I do.  Shipped from the USA, shipping a single copy is likely to cost $80 to 
$100. A single book is about 3 kg in its box.  However, 6 boxed books together in a packing box is 
about 18 kg and can be shipped for between about $200 and $220 by Priority Mail, if you and several 
other people would like to have 6 books shipped to one address in a “Book Group” order, according to 
my calculations for Finland, Sweden, Germany, and the UK.  If there are taxes or duties to be paid in 
addition, those are the responsibility of the purchaser.   Prices may be a little more or less if the books 
are a little heavier or lighter than the quoted weights. 

BONUS EXTRA:  If I get at least 50 “Early Supporters” orders, I will offer “Early Supporters” free 
Media Mail shipping in the USA, and $10 off shipping per book for orders shipped to non-USA 



locations.  That means that an international “Book Group” order would cost about $140 to $160 for 6 
books.  But this offer is only valid for books ordered and paid for before I get the rest of the bill for 
printing and shipping in mid to late February.  And only if there are orders placed for 50 or more 
“Early Supporters” books before that deadline.  If you want to order as an early supporter in February, 
you should email me first to check that the offer is available 

Includes:  

• Email of appreciation  
• Ongoing project updates  
• First-edition copy of the book  
• Your name printed in the “Early Supporters” section of the book (if paid by January 22, 2023)  
• If you would like me to write my name in your “Early Supporters” book, I will autograph it at 

no charge for books shipping to the USA, or books that I ship from the USA.  
 
Estimated delivery May 2023 
Shipping price to be determined by location and billed separately.  
Limited to early supporters (by date of purchase)  

 

$ 90 pre-publication purchase  

Discount First-Edition Copy of the Book  

A first-edition copy of Carl Barks  Original Art Edition, 108 pages, at $10 off the retail price. 

Includes:  

• Email of appreciation  
• Ongoing project updates  
• First-edition copy of the book  

Estimated delivery May 2023  
USA Media Mail shipping:  $10 
Ships to only certain countries.  If you don’t see your country, email me.  
 
Note about autographed editions and out of USA shipments:   
Autographed copies going outside of the USA must be signed in the USA and then shipped from 
the USA.  This adds about $70 or more to the shipping cost of a single book to Europe.  However, 
the “Book Group” offer (see below) lowers the total cost per book greatly to Europe and possibly 
elsewhere.  This applies to all signed books below. If I instead autograph a certificate, and mail 
that internationally, but ship the actual book from a point in Europe, shipping costs are much 
more reasonable. But the choice is yours.   I do expect to have a partner in Germany who will be 
able to ship un-autographed books to Germany and other European countries at much more 
reasonable rates, probably in the range of $20 per book. 



US$ 100 purchase  
Signed First-Edition Copy of the Book  

A first-edition copy of Carl Barks  Original Art Edition, 108 pages. Signed by writer/editor Kim 
Weston. 

Includes:  

• Email of appreciation  
• Ongoing project updates  
• Signed first-edition copy of the book  

Estimated delivery May 2023  
USA Media Mail shipping:  $10 
Ships to only certain countries  
 

 

US$ 150 purchase  
“Ultimate Barks Collector” Edition  

Edition size: 10.  The book comes with a first edition of the book and a signed, numbered print of the 
"Ultimate Barks Collector".  The print is from a limited edition of 50 Lithographs from the original 
printing plate and is signed and numbered by writer Kim Weston and artist Walter Simonson.  A few 
copies of this print have been given to friends and a smaller number have been sold over the years.  The 
print was originally printed on white letter stock as the cover of a limited circulation apazine, 
markings #27, Sept, 1974, in CAPA-alpha, and the signed prints were printed on off-white card stock 
at the same time (8.5 x 11 inches). The gag was reprinted with permission in The Carl Barks Library, 
which is where it was given the title, "Ultimate Barks Collector".   Lesser quality copies have been 
widely circulated since then.  The gag page briefly answers the question, who was Carl Barks, and 
comments on the prices of old comic books featuring his work. 

Includes:  

• Email of appreciation  
• Ongoing project updates  
• First-edition copy of the book  
• Signed and numbered original Lithograph of "Ultimate Barks Collector" 

Estimated delivery May 2023 
USA Media Mail shipping:  $10 
Ships to only certain countries  
 “Ultimate Barks Collector” Edition with Signed Carl Barks Original Art Edition US$ 160 



US$540 Book Group purchase   
BOOK GROUP   6 first-edition copies of Carl Barks  Original Art Edition shipped to a single 
address. This is a great way to save on shipping if you are part of a group. Contact me if you would like 
your location added for shipping.  Estimated shipping, in general, is about US$200.  And since these 
will be shipped from the USA, Autographed and non-autographed copies as well as the “Ultimate 
Barks Collector” Edition may be included in the shipment. 

Includes:  

• Email of appreciation  
• Ongoing project updates  
• 6 × First-edition copies of the book  

Estimated delivery May  2023  
Ships to Only European Countries  
 
 
 
When I was initially writing this up as Kickstarter promotion, I had a number of other Pledges or offers 
which included one or more of my other books along with the Carl Barks  Original Art Edition.  In 
part this was because my other books would be new items that many potential Kickstarter pledgers 
would have never seen them or been aware of their existence, so it would have been potentially good 
advertising and promotion as well as being evidence that I had written other books about Barks and his 
work.  This email is going out primarily to people who are already on my mailing list and who are 
already familiar with my other books and likely own at least one or more of them.  Here I will offer 
only a list of my other books and recommend that if you want any of them, you order them on Amazon 
to take advantage of free or cheap local shipping, especially in Europe.  However, if you want to order 
3 or 4 or more of my books at once, you can also email me directly and I can offer some discounts, 
increasing with the number of books shipped to a single address.  The other books are: 
 
The Carl Barks Index   
The Carl Barks Index, 2nd Edition   
The Carl Barks Index, 2nd Edition Large Print  
The Unavailable Carl Barks (in color) (* if printed after 7/29/18) 
The Unavailable Carl Barks (in color) Direct Sales Edition * (same price, less content; pages 
omitted, you are better off buying the other version) 
The Complete Carl Barks Index   
The Complete Carl Barks Index  Special Edition 
The Complete Carl Barks Index  Large Print Index Edition 
The Complete Carl Barks Index  Supplemental Readings  
The Complete Carl Barks Index  Supplemental Readings Direct Sales Edition (no color for a book 
designed to be printed in color; but lower price) 
Restoring Carl Barks (not recommended if you have any book marked with *) 
Restoring Carl Barks 5th Proof Reprint Edition (more pages, different Porky Pig version, 
recommended if you do have a book with a *, same price, additional content, more pages) 
The Carl Barks Library of Burros, Hounds, Bears, Pigs, and Bunnies  
The Carl Barks Library of Burros, Hounds, Bears, Pigs, and Bunnies SPECIAL EDITION* 



Mercury Living Presence LPs & CDs 
RCA Victor Living Stereo LPs & CDs 
You can also look at any of these books on Amazon and get much more information about them if you 
are interested.  You can also request an advertising flyer from me with my brief comments, 
descriptions, and recommendations about the books at kpjwest@aol.com. Please include Carl Barks or 
CB OAE in the subject line of any emails. 
 

 

US$150 or more purchase (see below) 

Full size full story print 

Get a first-edition copy of Carl Barks  Original Art Edition AND a copy of a complete Carl Barks 
story printed on 20 or 24 pound white paper stock at the size of the original artwork.  Own a complete 
Carl Barks story printed at the size it was drawn.  In the process of preparing this book, I had all the 
stories to be included in the book printed locally on a large format printer as a quality check.  Once the 
book has been published, I have no further need for my personal copies.  But you might want one of 
them.  The 4-tier stories might be of particular interest, because unlike the stories in the Carl Barks  
Original Art Edition, each full page is printed on a single sheet of paper instead of being printed on 
two facing pages, as they are in the book.  The 3-tier stories are the same as in the book, but these 
preliminary single page versions have wider margins than in the book.  The 4-tier pages have wider 
margins in the book.  The individual stories will be mailed separately from the Carl Barks  Original 
Art Edition. 

Only one copy of each story is available: 

Our Gang #11, [The Sound of his Horn], the first Barney & Benny combined story.  $220, 8 4-tier 
pages with image size approximately 16x23.25 inches on paper approximately 18x24 inches, includes a 
first-edition copy of Carl Barks Original Art Edition 

Our Gang #21, “skiing and sleeping” $200, restored to the 6 4-tier pages format in which it was 
originally drawn with image size approximately 16x23.25 inches on paper approximately 18x24 inches, 
includes a first-edition copy of Carl Barks Original Art Edition.  
 
Our Gang #28, “Artist”, $220, 8 4-tier pages with image size approximately 16x23.25 inches on paper 
approximately 18x24 inches, includes a first-edition copy of Carl Barks Original Art Edition 
 
Our Gang #35, “Tear Down House”, $220, 8 4-tier pages with image size approximately 16x23.25 
inches on paper approximately 18x24 inches, includes a first-edition copy of Carl Barks Original Art 
Edition 
 
Our Gang #8 BB, [With a Little Help from my Friends], $150, 8 3-tier pages with image size 
approximately 12.5x17.75 inches on paper approximately 14.5x20 inches,  includes a first-edition copy 
of Carl Barks Original Art Edition 



 
Our Gang #9 HH, [A Hard Day’s Off], $150, 8 3-tier pages with image size approximately 12.5x17.75 
inches on paper approximately 14.5x20 inches, includes a first-edition copy of Carl Barks Original 
Art Edition 
 
Our Gang #9 BB, [The Playful Mountain Goat] $150, 8 3-tier pages with image size approximately 
12.5x17.75 inches on paper approximately 14.5x20 inches, includes a first-edition copy of Carl Barks 
Original Art Edition 
 
Our Gang #10 BB, [A Bird of Beauty is a Pest Forever] $150, 8 3-tier pages with image size 
approximately 12.5x17.75 inches on paper approximately 14.5x20 inches, includes a first-edition copy 
of Carl Barks Original Art Edition 
 
Our Gang #11 HH, [Mother is a Wolf’s Best Friend], $170, restored to the 8 3-tier pages format in 
which it was originally drawn with image size approximately 12.5x17.75 inches on paper 
approximately 14.5x20 inches, includes a first-edition copy of Carl Barks Original Art Edition.  
 
Includes:  

• Email of appreciation  
• Ongoing project updates  
• First-edition copy of the book  
• One complete Carl Barks story printed on single sheets of paper in the size it was drawn with 

one full page of art on each sheet. 

 
 
Add-ons (optional).  See the various Purchase descriptions for details: 

Autographed book:  $10 
Autographed certificate:  $10 (mailed separately from book, but includes postage) 
“Ultimate Barks Collector” Edition, with signed book:  $60 
“Ultimate Barks Collector” Edition, with unsigned book:  $50 
BOOK GROUP:  See Purchase descriptions for details 
Full size full story Prints:  $60-$130, see Purchase descriptions for details 

 
Risks and challenges:  The whole book is ready to be printed, except for the page that prints early 
supporters’ names for the “Early Supporters Edition” offer.  That page will be submitter to the printer 
on January 23, 2023. Some minor changes in the text of several pages have been made from the 
printer’s sample copy of the book I have in my possession, as have some changes in the white space 
between panel borders and the spine of the book.  But the book is basically ready to go to the printers.  
The main ongoing challenge is calculating shipping charges to countries other than the USA.  If you 
write and tell me where you want your book shipped, I will determine shipping cost and list your 
county of location as an allowable destination.  It is always possible that printing and shipping may be 
delayed due to unforeseen circumstances before the books get to me.  I should have confirmation of 
European distribution before the February deadline for early supporters. 


